




Product Description
The FOSC-V001 Closure allows two cables in and two cables out. It accommodates the splicing and branching
of the cable which is used in
aerial-hanger, wall-mounting or direct buried. The Closure is an open-able box which is made from high-quality
PC. The closure and the
foundation plate are sealed with Silicon Gum Material which fixes tightly by hoop. And the sealing of cables also
uses Silicon Gum Material.
The Closure can be opened and used again, no need to change the sealing materials after it be sealed.



Installation Steps

(0)Check product,Accessories and tools (1)Open bolts on the entry ports of the
bracket and take silicon rubber out .

(2)Put bolts and suitable silicon rubber on the
stripped cable.

(3) Penetrate the stripped cable to the
bracket through the entry ports.

(4)Bend the strengthen wire by pliers to fix it
on the bracket.

(5)Bend the strengthen wire by allen wrench
(M4)to fix it on the bracket.



(6)Fix the fibers at the entry part of the splice
tray by nylon ties.

(7)Put the optic fiber on the splice tray after
splicing and make noting.

（8）Put the dust cap of the splice tray on. （9） Sealing of the cable and the base:put
the silicon rubber plug into bolt and tighten
bolt entirely.

(10)Sealing: use clean scrubber to clean the
base, the part to put silicon rubber ring and
silicon rubber ring, then, put on the silicon
rubber ring.

（11）Put the barrel on the base.



（12） And put on the clamp, run the ferris wheel to fix the

base and barrel according to the picture.

Transportation and Storage
(1) The package of this product adapts to any transportation ways. Avoid collision, drop, direct
shower of rain & snow and
insolation.
(2) Keep the product in a draughty and dry store, without corrosive gas in.
(3) Storage Temperature Range： -40℃ ~ +60℃


